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The United States Copyright Act is primed to take center stage 

during this current legislative session, as several members of 

Congress introduced comprehensive legislation earlier this year 

known as the Fair Play, Fair Pay Act of 2015 (FPFPA). This bill 

seeks to modify the Copyright Act in three key ways. First, it would 

create a terrestrial public performance right for recording artists 

and owners of master sound recordings. Second, it would eliminate 

the Copyright Act’s exemption against federal copyright protection 

for sound recordings fixed prior to February 15, 1972. Third, it 

would establish a process designed to allow for the setting of 

consistent fair market royalty rates paid in consideration of the 

public performance of all sound recordings.

The FPFPA was introduced in April 2015 by four members of 

Congress: House Democrats Jerrold Nadler, John Conyers Jr., and 

Ted Deutch, and Republican House member Marsha Blackburn. 

According to Nadler, ranking member of the House Judiciary 

Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property, and the Internet, 

the bill was created to fix the “antiquated and broken” broadcast 

systems allowing certain radio companies to avoid paying any fee 

to music rights holders.

There is no question that this bill will create a great deal of debate, 

as have all prior legislative attempts to rectify areas of inequity 

within the Copyright Act. Regardless of which side of the argument 

you may find yourself on, it is essential to understand the 

fundamental ways in which the FPFPA would alter the current 

musical landscape.

THE CURRENT MUSICAL LANDSCAPE
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In order to appreciate the impact the FPFPA would have on the 

music industry, one should understand the industry’s present 

state. Thus, as a preliminary matter, we must distinguish between 

the two distinct copyrights created when one writes and performs a 

new song.

First, there is the musical composition, which is comprised of a 

composer’s music and a lyricist’s accompanying words, if any. 

Separate and apart from the composition is the sound recording, 

which is the fixation of a performance of the composition into a 

material and audible format. Simply put, the composition is what 

you see when you purchase sheet music for the song, and the 

sound recording is what you listen to when you hear that same 

song on the radio.

Take, for example, the song “White Christmas,” which was written 

by Irving Berlin around 1940. The first public performance and 

recording of that song was by Bing Crosby in 1941. When you 

listen to “White Christmas” as performed by Bing Crosby, the 

sounds you hear—the voices and instruments—emanate from the 

sound recording, which is owned by Bing Crosby’s estate. The 

musical composition underlying that sound recording (the lyrics 

and composed music), however, remains a separate asset owned 

instead by Irving Berlin’s estate. To date, there have been more 

than 500 different versions of “White Christmas” recorded, and 

each of them constitutes a new and distinct sound recording owned 

by the performer(s), whereas Irving Berlin remains the sole author 

and owner of the composition itself.

No Right to a Terrestrial Public Performance in Sound 

Recordings

Section 106 of the Copyright Act provides owners of compositions 

with an unrestricted right to “perform the copyrighted work 

publicly.”[2] This “performance right” includes the public broadcast 

of compositions on the radio. To administer these public 

performance rights  throughout the United States, nationally 

based performance rights organizations (PROs), including ASCAP 

(American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers), BMI 

(Broadcast Music Inc.), and SESAC (Society of European Stage 

Authors and Composers), issue blanket license agreements to 

terrestrial radio stations in exchange for payment of standard 

licensing fees, which allow the stations to publicly broadcast any 

compositions in the PRO’s catalogue.

There exists a long history in the United States of paying the 

authors of compositions for the public performance of their works 

on the radio, which has generated hundreds of millions of dollars in 

public performance royalties for songwriters and publishers. Yet, 

there has never been a corresponding terrestrial public 

performance right for owners of the sound recordings in which 
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these compositions are embodied, nor the recording artists that 

perform on the sound recordings, when used by radio companies. 

Many countries around the world (at least 75 of them) do provide 

laws enabling payment to sound recording copyright owners and 

recording artists for the public performance of sound recordings by 

radio (as well as television, clubs, venues, and a variety of other 

public businesses). Other than the United States, only a handful of 

countries, including China, Iran, and North Korea, refuse to pay 

performers for the public performance of their sound recordings.

In 1995, the Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act 

(DPRA) amended § 106 of the Copyright Act to provide a right of 

public performance in sound recordings, but limited that right to 

“non-interactive digital audio” transmissions.  The Digital 

Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) thereafter modified the DPRA by 

incorporating a list of specific types of services that are required to 

pay for the public performance of sound recordings. Thus, satellite 

radio broadcasters such as SiriusXM and Internet radio providers 

like Pandora are now required to pay a public performance royalty 

in connection with their public broadcast of sound recordings. It 

remains the case, however, that when these same songs are 

played on terrestrial radio, neither the record label that owns the 

recording nor the artists who performed the song receive any 

compensation in conjunction with that public performance.

According to the musicFIRST Coalition—comprised of music 

industry members including the RIAA (Recording Industry 

Association of America), the Recording Academy (National 

Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences), and SAG-AFTRA, the 

lack of a reciprocal performance right in the United States leads 

most countries who do have such a right to withhold performance 

royalty payments to United States creators for their international 

airplay. This lack of reciprocal payment is estimated to cost the 

United States economy over $100 million a year.

“There is no doubt that the lack of terrestrial performance rights 

for sound recordings in the United States badly hurts American 

performers and labels,” says Emmanuel Legrand, the United States 

editor of British trade magazine, Music Week, who co-penned, with 

former SoundExchange CEO John Simson, a study on the global 

market for neighboring rights. According to Legrand:

[O]nly 1 percent of SoundExchange’s revenues come from sister 

societies around the world, which does not reflect the real strength 

of the United States repertoire. It is over 20 percent for the United 

Kingdom’s Phonographic Performance Limited (PPL). The simple 

reason is that societies tell SoundExchange: “join the club first, 

give us terrestrial rights, and then we’ll discuss.” Meanwhile, they 

all go to SoundExchange to collect the rights for their local 

performers and labels.

[5]
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No Federal Copyright Protection in Pre-1972 Sound 

Recordings

As discussed above, the DPRA and DMCA provide both performers 

and labels a public performance right in digital audio 

transmissions. As a result, music services like SiriusXM, Pandora, 

and Spotify have generated significant revenue for the recording 

industry. There remains one notable group, however, who has 

been deprived this revenue stream—our musical forefathers.

Sound recordings fixed before February 15, 1972 (pre-1972 sound 

recordings) are not protected under current federal copyright laws 

that compel those who digitally transmit sound recordings to pay 

performance royalties for such use. Rather, when Congress passed 

the Sound Recording Act of 1971, which first provided copyright 

protection over sound recordings, it did so only with respect to 

recordings fixed on or after February 15, 1972.  According to 

§ 301 of the Copyright Act, pre-1972 sound recordings are 

afforded no protection under the federal statute and are protected 

only by state common law. Digital radio services have thus refused 

to pay performers and owners of these recordings for their public 

performance.

In February 2015, the United States Copyright Office issued its 

report on Copyright and the Music Marketplace, which highlights 

the aim of federal copyright laws to provide stability for markets 

and eliminate uncertainty in the law for businesses, new and old.

[9] The Copyright Office reaffirmed its position with respect to the 

federalization of pre-1972 sound recordings, and its belief that the 

patchwork legal system of state laws confronted by broadcasters 

and artists is unsustainable.

This issue highlighted in the Copyright Office report is best 

exemplified in a series of lawsuits filed throughout the country by 

owners of copyrights in pre-1972 sound recordings. In these cases, 

the copyright owners allege state law claims as the basis for the 

right to be compensated for the public transmission of their 

recordings. These lawsuits have resulted in a variety of rulings and 

settlements, highlighting the need for consistent federal regulation. 

Among these cases are those initiated by Flo & Eddie Inc., which 

controls music belonging to former members of the American rock 

group, the Turtles.[11]

Flo & Eddie first filed class action lawsuits against SiriusXM satellite 

radio in Florida, California, and New York. According to its court 

filings, SiriusXM is “the largest radio broadcaster in the United 

States, measured by revenue, [with] over 27.3 million paying 

subscribers.” It features decade-specific channels such as “60s on 

6,” where the Turtles’ songs are frequently aired.[12] Flo & Eddie 

filed these lawsuits on behalf of themselves and all other “owners 

of sound recordings fixed prior to February 15, 1972,” alleging that 

[8]

[10]
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by failing to license or otherwise compensate artists for the right to 

“perform” digitally broadcast pre-1972 sound recordings, SiriusXM 

infringed their public performance rights in violation of pertinent 

state copyright and misappropriation laws.  SiriusXM denied that 

the respective state statutes provided for, or otherwise allowed the 

inference of, a public performance right in pre-1972 sound 

recordings.

The United States District Court for the Central District of California 

granted summary judgment in favor of Flo & Eddie, rejecting 

SiriusXM’s argument that “the bundle of rights that attaches to 

copyright ownership of a pre-1972 sound recording does not 

include the exclusive right to publicly perform the recording.”

The court held that, pursuant to California statute,  copyright 

ownership of a pre-1972 sound recording includes the exclusive 

right to publicly perform the recording. Accordingly, if anyone 

wishes to publicly perform such a recording, he or she must first 

seek authorization from the recording’s owner.

In a corresponding case, the United States District Court for the 

Southern District of New York also held that Flo & Eddie do have 

the right to exclusively perform their sound recordings, and denied 

SiriusXM’s motion for summary judgment on the issue.[16] In 

February 2015, however, the court granted SiriusXM’s motion to 

certify an interlocutory appeal, and that lawsuit is now stayed 

pending a decision by the Second Circuit as to whether, under New 

York law, the holders of common law copyrights in pre-1972 sound 

recordings have an exclusive right of public performance in their 

recordings.[17]

The United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida, 

however, held that Florida common law does not provide Flo & 

Eddie with an exclusive right to the public performance of their 

sound recordings. In granting summary judgment for SiriusXM,

the court recognized that another Florida federal court held that 

the state does recognize common law copyrights in sound 

recordings,  but it had not decided whether these common law 

rights in sound recordings extended to their public performance. 

The court noted that while California maintains a statute that 

provides artists with exclusive ownership interests in their sound 

recordings, and New York has binding precedent addressing these 

issues, Florida does not. It declined to be the first to rule on the 

issue, stating: “whether copyright protection for pre-1972 

recordings should include the exclusive right to public performance 

is for the Florida legislature.”

Of note, several major record labels, including Sony, Warner, UMG, 

Capitol, and ABKCO, filed a similar lawsuit against SiriusXM in 

California. In July 2015, SiriusXM reached a settlement with the 

labels, in which SiriusXM agreed to pay the labels $210 million to 

resolve all claims, and to allow the continued transmitting of music 

owned or controlled by the labels through 2017, at which time 

[13]

[14]

[15]
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SiriusXM and the labels will renegotiate licenses for use of this 

music.

The Legendary Soul Man, Sam Moore of Sam & Dave fame, who 

turns 80 on October 12 of this year, was one of the first artist 

witnesses to testify in Congress about the still unresolved 

terrestrial radio issue. He has also been outspoken on digital and 

satellite radio’s unwillingness to pay any of the legacy artists for 

broadcast of their pre-1972 recordings. Moore noted:

The hits I recorded such as “Soul Man” are still enjoyed daily by 

radio listeners around the world. There’s no excuse for any 

business which makes millions and billions of dollars annually to 

skirt paying royalties to legacy artists such as myself. Aren’t we 

entitled and shouldn’t we be able to enjoy that important income 

from the fruits of our souls, especially as we reach our twilights?

Lack of Parity in Standards Applied in Determining Fair 

Market Royalty Rates for Public Performance of Sound 

Recordings

The Copyright Act is comprised of a complex web of statutory 

provisions and rules that determine what must be paid, and to 

whom, when a sound recording is publicly broadcast. Upon careful 

dissection of these provisions, we find that four considerably 

different outcomes result from public consumption of the same 

sound recording.

On one end of the spectrum is terrestrial radio, otherwise referred 

to as AM/FM, or the radio your grandfather listens to in the car. As 

discussed above, no right to a terrestrial public performance in 

sound recordings currently exists. Consequently, terrestrial radio 

broadcasters are permitted to publicly transmit sound recordings 

without any obligation to pay the performer or owner of these 

recordings. Thus, the standard applied in determining the royalty 

rates and payments to be made in exchange for use of sound 

recordings on terrestrial radio is therefore rather simple: $0.00.

At the other end of the spectrum are interactive music services like 

Spotify, TIDAL, or Apple Music. These service providers generally 

allow consumers to choose the music they want to listen to on 

demand, and negotiate directly with owners of the sound 

recordings they wish to broadcast.[22] In the event the service 

provider and the copyright owner cannot reach an agreement, the 

artist can refuse to license his or her recordings to the service 

provider, which will then be unable to broadcast that music. This is 

precisely what occurred this past year when Taylor Swift refused to 

allow Spotify to play her music for its consumers after discussions 

broke down between the parties concerning the terms of use for 

Swift’s newest album, 1989.[23] A few months later, Swift 

famously wrote an open letter to tech giant, Apple, announcing her 

[21]
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intent to withhold 1989 from Apple’s new streaming service 

because it did not plan to pay writers, producers, or artists any 

royalties for music streamed during the three-month free trial it 

offered to consumers.[24] Within hours, Apple quickly changed 

course and responded via Twitter that it would indeed pay artists 

for streaming their music, even during the customer’s free trial 

period.[25] Examples like this demonstrate the significant control 

artists maintain over the use of their music during negotiations 

with even the largest interactive streaming services.

Somewhere in the middle of the spectrum we find noninteractive 

digital music services, like SiriusXM and Pandora. Unlike terrestrial 

radio, these platforms must pay a public performance royalty to 

the owners of sound recordings they publicly broadcast. And unlike 

interactive music services, these platforms may negotiate directly 

with owners of the sound recordings, but they need not do so. 

Rather, noninteractive digital music services may take advantage 

of the compulsory license mechanism provided for in §§ 114 and 

801 of the Copyright Act, which allows broadcasters to legally play 

an artist’s music without his or her permission so long as the 

service pays a reasonable royalty rate as determined by the 

Copyright Royalty Board (CRB). In determining this “reasonable 

royalty rate,” however, the CRB does not treat all platforms 

equally.

Generally speaking, the CRB sets rates every five years as required 

by the Copyright Act.  Of note, the Copyright Act requires the 

CRB to apply a different set of standards when establishing rates 

for subscription services and satellite digital audio radio services 

that were in existence as of July 31, 1998 (pre-1998 services)[27] 

as compared to those services that came into existence after 

July 31, 1998.[28]

For example, proceedings instituted to establish royalty rates for 

pre-1998 services are conducted in accordance with the standards 

set forth in § 801(b) of the Copyright Act (801(b) rate-setting 

standard).[29] In these proceedings, the CRB is required to 

consider the following primary objectives in its rate-setting 

proceedings:

(A)       To maximize the availability of creative works to the public.

(B)       To afford the copyright owner a fair return for his or her 

creative work and the copyright user a fair income under existing 

economic conditions.

(C)       To reflect the relative roles of the copyright owner and the 

copyright user in the product made available to the public with 

respect to relative creative contribution, technological contribution, 

capital investment, cost, risk, and contribution to the opening of 

new markets for creative expression and media for their 

communication.

[26]
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(D)       To minimize any disruptive impact on the structure of the 

industries involved and on generally prevailing industry practices.

These four objectives are intended to provide the CRB a variety of 

factors to consider in establishing a royalty rate that emulates 

what a copyright owner and service provider would agree to in 

direct free-market negotiations. The objectives have been 

criticized, however, as causing suppression of royalty rates such 

that owners of sound recordings are prevented from receiving a 

truly fair market royalty payment in consideration for the use of 

their music.

In particular, critics of the 801(b) rate-setting standard have 

pointed to the CRB’s consideration of the “disruptive impact” factor 

as unfairly suppressing implementation of a truly fair market 

royalty rate. In one such proceeding, for example, the CRB 

determined that a fair market royalty rate for noninteractive 

subscription services would be approximately “13% on a 

percentage of subscriber revenue basis,” but ultimately ordered 

payment of between 6 and 8 percent of revenue because payment 

of a royalty rate at the 13 percent market rate would be too 

“disruptive” given SiriusXM’s current financial condition.[31] As a 

result, the recording industry has taken issue with the CRB 

implementing a royalty rate that is approximately half of what was 

acknowledged to be the fair market rate.

In contrast, proceedings instituted to establish royalty rates for all 

other services are conducted in accordance with a willing 

buyer/willing seller standard, which imposes upon the CRB an 

obligation to set rates “that most clearly represent the rates and 

terms that would have been negotiated in the marketplace 

between a willing buyer and a willing seller.”[32] This standard 

(willing buyer/willing seller standard) requires the CRB to base its 

determinations on “economic, competitive and programming 

information presented by the parties,” including:

(i)         whether use of the service may substitute for or may 

promote the sales of phonorecords or otherwise may interfere with 

or may enhance the sound recording copyright owner’s other 

streams of revenue from its sound recordings; and

(ii)        the relative roles of the copyright owner and the 

transmitting entity in the copyrighted work and the service made 

available to the public with respect to relative creative contribution, 

technological contribution, capital investment, cost, and risk.[33]

Because most digital music services have come into existence after 

July 31, 1998, the willing buyer/willing seller standard is utilized in 

[30]
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rate-setting proceedings for most digital platforms in existence 

today, including Pandora.[34]

Advocates of this standard argue that it most accurately replicates 

the royalty rate that would be agreed to in the open market. 

Others argue, however, that this standard is flawed, but for wholly 

different reasons. For example, music services subject to the 

willing buyer/willing seller standard argue that it results in 

unreasonably high royalty rates and should be replaced with the 

801(b) rate-setting standard.[35]

Many on the recording industry side of this coin, however, argue 

that even the willing buyer/willing seller standard does not go far 

enough in allowing for a truly fair market royalty rate, and 

advocate for complete eradication of the compulsory license 

scheme so that every service platform is required to engage in 

direct negotiations with the artists and labels in the same manner 

as interactive music services. Jay Rosenthal, a partner at Mitchell 

Silberberg & Knupp and a former general counsel for the National 

Music Publishers’ Association and the Recording Artists’ Coalition, 

says:

In hindsight, there might never have been any need for 

establishing rate-setting preferences like the 801(b) rate-setting 

standards. And in any event, at this point, the Googles and other 

online services are doing fine. They don’t need any more help. In 

today’s online environment, it is the author and owner of music 

that is the aggrieved party. And there is no longer any justification 

to allow their property rights to be devalued in a way that 

threatens their professional existence.

For the time being, however, substantially different rate-setting 

standards are applied when determining what amount of royalties, 

if any, will be paid to the performers and owners of sound 

recordings when their music is publicly transmitted.

PRIOR LEGISLATIVE ATTEMPTS TO ESTABLISH PLATFORM 

PARITY

The FPFPA is not the first congressional attempt to bring parity to 

the treatment of sound recordings. Prior iterations of the bill were 

submitted to the House, but never became law. In 2009, for 

example, the Performance Rights Act was introduced with music 

industry support in an attempt to secure terrestrial radio royalties.

[36] The bill recognized the need to properly compensate creators 

of sound recordings under a direct licensing mechanism for the 

public performance of their music.  In hearings held before the 

Senate Judiciary Committee concerning the Performance Rights 

Act, a number of artists voiced their support for the bill. Among 

[37]
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them was Grammy-nominated artist Sheila E., a former national 

trustee of the Recording Academy, who testified that “being paid 

for one’s work is a basic American right. Whether your workplace is 

an office, a classroom, a factory, or a recording studio, every 

American worker deserves to be compensated for his or her labor. 

And any business that profits from another’s work should share 

some of that profit.”[38] In 2013, the Free Market Royalty Act was 

presented in a similar attempt to provide a public performance 

right for all audio transmissions of sound recordings, which would 

have required terrestrial radio stations to pay royalties for 

nondigital audio transmissions.[39]

If either of the above bills had passed, a statutory mechanism 

would exist to compensate recording artists, while simultaneously 

allowing broadcasters to negotiate rates with rights holders in the 

open market, outside of the statutory rate-setting process.[40] 

Both bills received heavy criticism from broadcasters, who argued 

that direct licensing would arbitrarily increase operating costs, 

thereby resulting in the destruction of small public radio stations. 

The broadcasters also argued that a performance right in sound 

recordings was unnecessary because private market deals are 

sufficient to resolve this issue.

Most recently, the RESPECT Act of 2014 sought to provide royalty 

payments with respect to pre-1972 sound recordings, but without 

providing them full copyright protection.  This bill was referred to 

the House Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property, and the 

Internet in July 2014. No further activity has taken place with 

respect to this bill since that time.

THE FPFPA SEEKS TO IMPLEMENT COMPREHENSIVE REFORM

The FPFPA adopts several features of the bills that came before it, 

while incorporating additional provisions intended to avoid much of 

the criticism suffered by its predecessors. If passed, the FPFPA will 

resolve several parity issues affecting the public performance of 

sound recordings in one comprehensive act.

Establish a Terrestrial Public Performance Right for Sound 

Recordings

One of the primary objectives of the FPFPA is to eliminate the 

distinction between terrestrial and digital radio transmissions in 

such a manner that all broadcasters would be required to pay for 

their public performance of sound recordings. As discussed above, 

satellite, cable, and Internet radio services are currently required 

to pay a public performance royalty for their use of sound 

recordings, while traditional terrestrial radio broadcasters pay 

nothing.

[41]

[42]
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Section 2 of the bill, aptly titled “Equitable Treatment for 

Terrestrial Broadcasts and Internet Services,” amends the 

Copyright Act to eliminate language contained within § 106 limiting 

this right to digital audio transmissions. Specifically, the bill does 

so by redefining “audio transmission” to include the transmission of 

any sound recording, regardless of its audio format. The bill also 

strikes references to “digital audio transmissions” found in §§ 106

(6) and 114(d)(1) of the Act, so as to provide for a much broader 

and unlimited right in the public performance of sound recordings 

by means of any “audio transmission.” Thus, if the FPFPA is 

passed, terrestrial broadcast radio stations will be required to pay 

royalties for both digital and nondigital transmissions of 

copyrighted sound recordings.

Provide Payment for the Public Performance Royalties of 

Pre-1972 Sound Recordings

Another purpose behind the FPFPA is to create an avenue by which 

owners of pre-1972 sound recordings are compensated for the 

public performance of their recordings. Section 7 of the FPFPA, 

titled “Equitable Treatment of Legacy Sound Recordings,” would 

amend § 114(f)(3) of the Copyright Act by adding the following 

language at the end of the provision:

Any person publicly performing sound recordings protected under 

this title by means of transmissions under a statutory license under 

this section, or making reproductions of such sound recordings 

under section 112(e), shall make royalty payments for 

transmissions that person makes of sound recordings that were 

fixed before February 15, 1972, and reproductions that person 

makes of those sound recordings under the circumstances 

described in section 112(e)(1), in the same manner as such person 

does for sound recordings that are protected under this title.

The bill also preempts equivalent state law claims emanating from 

the use of pre-1972 sound recordings in ephemeral recordings 

establishes a civil right of action that may be pursued by those 

whose recordings are used without compensation. This provides a 

substantial benefit to the owners of some of the most prolific and 

valuable recordings of the twenty-first century, including Elvis 

Presley, the Rolling Stones, and the Beatles. In addition, this 

amendment would help subsidize income for many legacy acts that 

are otherwise receiving very little income presently.

The FPFPA stops short, however, of conferring actual copyright 

protection over pre-1972 sound recordings. Consistent with § 301 

of the Copyright Act, the bill reaffirms the rights of recording 

artists and record labels to maintain state law claims in order to 

protect all other rights to their sound recordings.
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Establish Consistent Rate-Setting Standards for the Public 

Performance of Sound Recordings

Central to the FPFPA is the elimination of the disparate standards 

applied by the CRB when setting royalty rates. To level the playing 

field across various music platforms, section 4 of the FPFPA 

removes the § 801(b) rate-setting standard currently used to 

determine royalty rates for pre-1998 services, and replaces this 

standard with the willing buyer/willing seller standard.[43] When 

considered alongside its implementation of a terrestrial public 

performance right, the FPFPA would amend the Copyright Act to 

allow the CRB to apply the willing buyer/willing seller standard in 

all proceedings where a compulsory rate is being established for a 

public performance of sound recordings, regardless of the platform 

in which the performance is being transmitted.[44]

The FPFPA would also extend the practice of “minimum fees,” 

which digital music services pay for all broadcast services. Under 

the current statutory requirements, an annual minimum fee—$500 

per station or channel and with a maximum of $50,000 per 

year—is paid by digital audio services like SiriusXM and iHeart 

Radio to record labels and recording artists for public performance 

rights.  These minimum fees would be determined “based on 

criteria including the quantity and nature of the use of sound 

recordings and the degree to which use of the service may 

substitute for or may promote the purchase of [records] by 

consumers.”[46]

Provide for Direct Royalty Payments to Producers and 

Others

Another component of the FPFPA is to secure payment rights for 

producers, mixers, engineers, and those who participate in 

production of sound recordings, but who do not themselves hold an 

ownership interest in the recording’s copyright. Section 9 of the bill 

requires implementation of a policy that will allow producers and 

others involved in the creative process to submit letters of 

direction to third-party collection societies (e.g., Sound Exchange) 

that would entitle these individuals to receive their royalty 

payments directly from the collection society.

This amendment would make it unnecessary for producers to 

continually monitor receipt of payments from the artists and labels, 

and provide an alternative revenue stream while production 

imbursement continues to sink, a problem faced by music 

producers just as much as recording artists and labels. According 

to Andrew Brightman, whose Brightman Music management 

company represents a number of producers and engineers, “as 

producer fees decline and record sale royalties become almost 

nonexistent, the payment of master performance income is more 

[45]
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vital than ever. For American producers to stay competitive with 

their foreign contemporaries and to continue to attract top talent 

to their ranks—this income is a necessity.”

Protect Small Broadcasters, Public and Educational Radio

A primary argument raised in opposition to the Free Market Royalty 

Act was that requiring terrestrial broadcasters to pay a public 

performance royalty for use of sound recordings would be cost-

prohibitive for local, public radio stations, which would be unable to 

afford this additional, substantial operating expense, and could be 

forced to shut down.

The FPFPA seeks to address this issue by placing specific limits on 

the royalty rate charged to small broadcasters, public and 

educational radio, and religious services. Specifically, section 5 of 

the bill incorporates the following protections into § 114(f)(1) of 

the Copyright Act:

Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraphs (A) through (C), 

the royalty rate for nonsubscription broadcast transmissions by 

each individual terrestrial broadcast station licensed as such by the 

Federal Communications Commission that is not a public 

broadcasting entity as defined in section 118(f) and that has 

revenues in any calendar year of less than $1,000,000 shall be 

$500 per year for any such year. For purposes of such 

determination, such revenues shall include all revenues from the 

operation of the station, calculated in accordance with generally 

accepted accounting principles in the United States. In the case of 

affiliated broadcast stations, revenues shall be allocated reasonably 

to individual stations associated with those revenues.

Similarly, the royalty rate charged to college radio stations and 

public broadcasters would be set at $100 per year, and religious 

services would be completely exempt from paying any royalty 

whatsoever.

According to the bill’s sponsor, this clause is intended to prevent 

“large radio conglomerates” from hiding behind “truly smaller and 

public stations.”  Indeed, this is a step toward striking a balance 

between the interests of recording artists being paid for use of 

their content and small broadcasters being able to remain in 

business.

Preclude Harmful Impact on Songwriter Royalties

Finally, the FPFPA prohibits parties from using newly designated 

license fees paid on account of sound recordings as a basis to 

[47]

[48]
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lower public performance royalties payable to songwriters for use 

of their compositions. Section 8 of the bill states:

License fees payable for the public performance of sound 

recordings . . . shall not be cited, taken into account, or otherwise 

used in any administrative, judicial, or other governmental forum 

or proceeding . . . to set or adjust the license fees payable to 

copyright owners of musical works or their representatives for the 

public performance of their works, for the purpose of reducing or 

adversely affecting such license fees.

ADVOCACY IN SUPPORT OF THE FPFPA

Supporters of the FPFPA believe that the bill addresses 

longstanding equity issues that broadcasters have circumvented 

for decades. SAG-AFTRA President Ken Howard has said that the 

FPFPA

brings music licensing for sound recordings into the 21st century. 

AM/FM stations will finally pay royalties on the sound recordings 

they broadcast. Right now, performers receive nothing—no 

royalties at all—for use of their recordings on AM/FM radio. This is 

something our members, including the late and great “Chairman of 

the Board” Frank Sinatra, have fought for decades to establish.

“Performers like Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra pushed for artist 

compensation from radio in the ’40s and ’50s,” noted Daryl P. 

Friedman of the Recording Academy. “More attention has been 

focused on the issue recently because digital delivery systems, 

such as streaming services, do compensate performers, leaving 

AM/FM radio as the only holdout, and the U.S. the only remaining 

country in the developed world without this right.”

Neil Portnow, president and CEO of the Recording Academy, sees 

the bill as a remedy to the age-old property issues resulting from a 

lack of performance rights by artists. According to Portnow, 

“terrestrial radio is the only industry in America that is built on 

using another’s intellectual property without permission or 

compensation.”  Portnow believes that opponents of the FPFPA, 

including the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB), have 

crafted a number of myths in an effort to promote broadcasters’ 

interests—the greatest of myths being that the promotional 

support provided to artists by radio broadcasters creates a 

“symbiotic relationship” between the artists and the radio industry.

Mike Mowery, a manager with Outerloop Management, agrees:

[49]

[50]

[51]

[52]
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As a manager of many international recording artists, it is always a 

bit mind-boggling to me how the United States has abstained from 

paying our artists for the airplay of their masters. In 2015, artist 

survival is about capturing revenue from any and every possible 

stream of income. I have spent a lot of time, energy, and effort 

getting creative on behalf of our artists to provide them with a 

chance of generating revenue from emerging technologies and 

income streams, which would be immensely assisted by the receipt 

of public performance royalties from terrestrial radio airplay.

According to Portnow:

Even by the NAB’s own (dubious) study, the benefit to radio 

outpaces the benefit to artists by 10 to 1. And any promotional 

effect would be taken into account by the rate-setting body. 

Internet and satellite radio also provide promotion, but pay a 

royalty. Further, a GAO study found “no consistent pattern 

between the cumulative broadcast radio airplay and the cumulative 

number of digital single sales.” Even Clear Channel CEO Bob 

Pittman admitted that, “clearly [promotion] is not enough, or there 

wouldn't be a decades-long battle over [performance royalties].”

ADVOCACY IN OPPOSITION TO THE FPFPA

Although its sponsors sought to preempt a number of arguments in 

opposition to the bill, the FPFPA is not without its challengers. 

Opponents of the FPFPA continue to take issue with the financial 

burden the law would have on the broadcasting industry, arguing 

that payment of a “performance” fee or tax will detrimentally 

impact local and public radio stations.[54] Dennis Wharton, 

executive vice president of communications at the NAB, has made 

clear: “Radio stations, especially in mid-to-smaller markets, 

operate with very thin profit margins. Imposing a performance fee 

on them could force them to lay off employees or otherwise 

downsize their operations in order to afford paying new fees.”[55] 

According to Wharton, “Policymakers are smart enough to know 

that assessing hundreds of millions of dollars in new fees against 

radio stations would kill jobs, hurt local commerce, and force 

music-playing radio stations to consider switching to all-talk 

formats.”

In response to the FPFPA’s specific attempt to cap the royalties 

that would be paid by small and local radio stations, the bill’s 

opponents argue that the bill draws an “arbitrary line” between 

“small” and “not-small” broadcasters “at $1 million in annual 

revenues [that] . . . disincentive[s] these stations to grow and earn 

annual revenues that would trigger higher performance taxes.”

Thus, these small stations remain at risk—perhaps not a risk of 

[53]

[56]

[57]
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being shut down, but rather a risk of being prevented from 

growing.

Generally speaking, opponents view the FPFPA and bills that 

preceded it as an effort to recoup earnings lost due to a decline in 

music sales. “Record labels have seen a steep drop in their 

revenues since their heyday and they want to make that up by 

instituting a performance fee on broadcasters,” said Wharton. 

“What the record labels are failing to grasp is that imposing a 

performance royalty on radio stations will make it harder for the 

public to hear artists,” he added. “The Fair Play, Fair Pay Act would 

do little to help the musicians that are truly struggling. Under the 

bill, 50% of royalties from radio stations would go to the records 

labels, 45% would go to millionaire artists like Katy Perry and 

Justin Timberlake, and the scraps would go to the ‘struggling 

artists.’”

Thus, broadcasters contend that a performance royalty fee would 

effectively force them to subsidize the recording industry.  In 

response, representatives of recording artists and record labels 

argue that they are the ones that have been subsidizing the 

broadcast radio industry for years, because they have been 

prohibited from exercising their property rights.

Opponents of the bill also point to differences between terrestrial 

radio and digital radio: (1) terrestrial radio has a longstanding 

relationship with the recording industry spanning decades, while 

digital audio services do not; (2) sound quality of terrestrial radio 

is worse than digital audio services; and (3) interactivity with 

terrestrial radio does not exist. Because of the lack of options, 

terrestrial audio supporters argue they should not have to pay a 

premium “performance tax.”

What is the answer? According to Wharton:

We believe the private marketplace should be where a solution is 

found. Broadcasters are already working towards that. In the past 

few years, some broadcasters such as iHeartMedia, Entercom and 

Beasley have reached agreements with record labels to pay a 

performance royalty in exchange for reduced streaming rates. This 

is a solution that we believe works best rather than impose 

government intervention. A better rate structure would make 

streaming profitable and encourage more radio stations to stream, 

which in turn would help expose more artists to more listeners, 

and generate more revenues for the record industry.

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD FOR THE FPFPA IN 

CONGRESS?

Jay Rosenthal explains that

[58]

[59]

[60]

[61]

[62]
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while efforts to pass the FPFPA, the Songwriter Equity Act (which is 

strongly supported by the songwriter and music publishing 

community, and the National Music Publishers Association), or any 

of the numerous bills aimed at enhancing the value of the property 

owned by the authors or their distribution companies, may seem 

misplaced in the era of big government gridlock, these efforts are 

essential as placeholders and constant reminders that there is no 

longer any justification to offer special assistance to online or 

wireless distributors of music.

Nevertheless, Congress has steadfastly refused to implement a 

system of parity to protect those who create and perform music, 

and do away with antiquated distinctions in the treatment of digital 

and terrestrial transmissions. When first confronted with this issue 

in the 1990s,  the Senate reasoned that analog over-the-air 

stations should be excluded from protection because “the sale of 

many sound recordings and the careers of many performers have 

benefitted considerably from airplay and other promotional 

activities provided by both noncommercial and advertiser-

supported, free over-the-air broadcasting.”  The “symbiotic 

relationship” between terrestrial radio and recording industries is 

something to be preserved in its current state.  Thus, in passing 

the DMCA, Congress required only digital radio, and not analog 

transmissions, to pay a public performance royalty.

Of course, the robust and resilient lobbying efforts of the 

broadcasting industry help assure that their interests are protected 

on Capitol Hill. According to the Center for Responsive Politics, last 

year alone, the NAB spent $18.4 million in lobbying efforts, 

compared with less than $500,000 by the Recording Academy.

Even in considering the lobbying efforts of other music industry 

groups (in 2014, the RIAA spent $4.14 million, UMG spent nearly 

$3 million, and Sony spent $1.2 million), the NAB alone outspent 

the combined efforts of the recording industry by a ratio of more 

than 2 to 1. And this does not account for substantial lobbying 

efforts of other broadcasting groups, including CBS ($4.97 million 

in 2014) and iHeartMedia ($4.4 million in 2014).

As part of the broadcast industry’s lobbying efforts, the Local Radio 

Freedom Act  was introduced in February 2013. This bill calls for 

Congress to refrain from imposing “any new performance fee, tax, 

royalty, or other charge related to the public performance of sound 

recordings on a local radio station for broadcasting sound 

recordings over the air, or on any business for such public 

performance of sound recordings.”  This blanket resolution to 

eliminate broadcast fees has been defeated in the past but it 

currently has over 200 cosponsors.

The FPFPA was introduced in April 2015. Given the substantial 

support received thus far in Congress for the Local Radio Freedom 

Act, which is essentially the antithesis of the FPFPA, expect that 

[63]
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the FPFPA will have an uphill battle in its journey through the 

legislature. Says Rosenthal:

The powers lined up against the authors and owners of copyright 

are immense, but slowly these bills gain more sponsors and 

supporters on Capitol Hill. And that is the important thing. It might 

still take many years—and it is certainly doubtful that any of the 

bills will pass in an election year. But the effort should still 

continue, and full support should be given to those organizations 

and authors who commit their time and resources to this incredibly 

important fight for copyright.
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